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Abstract

Big Data analytics has been approached exclusively from a data-parallel perspective, where data are partitioned to
multiple workers – threads or separate servers – and model training is executed concurrently over different partitions,
under various synchronization schemes that guarantee speedup and/or convergence. The dual – Big Model – problem
that, surprisingly, has received no attention in database analytics, is how to manage models with millions if not
billions of parameters that do not fit in memory. This distinction in model representation changes fundamentally how
in-database analytics tasks are carried out.

In this paper, we introduce the first secondary storage array-relation dot-product join operator between a set of
sparse arrays and a dense relation targeted. The paramount challenge in designing such an operator is how to optimally
schedule access to the dense relation based on the sparse non-contiguous entries in the sparse arrays. We prove that
this problem is NP-hard and propose a practical solution characterized by two important technical contributions—
dynamic batch processing and array reordering. We execute extensive experiments over synthetic and real data that
confirm the minimal overhead the operator incurs when sufficient memory is available and the graceful degradation
it suffers as memory resources become scarce. Moreover, dot-product join achieves an order of magnitude reduction
in execution time for Big Model analytics over alternative in-database solutions.

1 Introduction
Big Data analytics is a major topic in contemporary data management and machine learning research and prac-
tice. Many platforms, e.g., OptiML [3], GraphLab [32, 19, 33], SystemML [2], Vowpal Wabbit [1], SimSQL [35],
GLADE [6] and libraries, e.g., MADlib [14, 16], Bismarck [10], MLlib [9], Mahout1, have been proposed to provide
support for distributed/parallel statistical analytics. We can categorize these solutions into general frameworks with
machine learning support – Mahout, Spark’s MLLib, GraphLab – dedicated machine learning systems – SystemML,
SimSQL, OptiML, Vowpal Wabbit – and frameworks within databases—MADlib, Bismarck, GLADE. A common as-
sumption across all these systems and frameworks is that the number of model parameters or features is small enough
to fit in memory. However, due to the explosive growth in data acquisition and the wide adoption of analytics methods,
the current trend is to devise models with an ever-increasing number of features—Big Models. A report on industrial
machine learning2 cites models with 100 billion features (800 GB in size) as early as 2012. While this is an extreme
case, there are many realistic applications that require Big Models and are forced to limit the number of features they
consider because of insufficient memory resources. We provide two such examples.

Example 1: Recommender systems. One class of analytics models with highly-dimensional feature space are
the ones in which the dimensionality grows with the number of observations. Low-rank matrix factorization (LMF) is

1https://mahout.apache.org
2http://www.kdnuggets.com/2014/08/sibyl-google-system-large-scale-machine-learning.html
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one typical example. In LMF, the observations are a set of cells in a sparse m × n matrix M . The non-empty cells
represent users’ ratings for songs, movies, etc., with each row corresponding to a user and each column to a song. In
general, every row will be sparse since a typical user rates only a very limited set of songs. Each column is also sparse
since only a restricted number of users rate a song. LMF seeks to decompose matrix M into the product of two dense
low-rank matrices L andRwith dimensionsm×r and r×n, respectively, where r is the rank. The prediction accuracy
increases with r. The LMF features are matrix L and R, which grow with the number of users m and the number of
songs n, respectively, and the rank r. LMF is heavily used in recommender systems, e.g., Netflix, Pandora, Spotify.
For example, Spotify applies LMF for 24 million users and 20 million songs3, which leads to 4.4 billion features at a
relatively small rank of 100.

Example 2: Topic modeling. n-grams are a common feature vector in topic modeling. They are extracted by
considering sequences of 1-word tokens (unigrams), 2-word tokens (bigrams), upto n-word tokens (n-grams) from
a fixed dictionary. The feature vector consists of the union of unigrams, bigrams, . . . , n-grams. Several analytics
models can be applied over this feature space, including latent Dirichlet allocation, logistic regression and SVM. For
the English Wikipedia corpus, a feature vector with 25 billion unigrams and 218 billion bigrams, respectively, can be
constructed [21]. A similar scale can be observed in genomics where topic modeling is applied to genome sequence
analysis.

Existing solutions. The standard model representation across all the analytics systems we are aware of is a
memory-resident container data structure, e.g., vector or map. Depending on the parallelization strategy, there can
be one or more model instances in the system at the same time. Hogwild! [25] uses a single non-synchronized instance,
while averaging techniques [8] replicate the model for each execution thread. At the scale of models introduced above,
a memory-resident solution incurs prohibitive costs—if it is feasible at all. In reality, in-database analytics frameworks
cannot handle much smaller models. For example, MADlib and Bismarck are built using the UDF-UDA4 functionality
available in PostgreSQL. The model is stored as an array attribute in a single-column table. PostgreSQL imposes a
hard constraint of 1 GB for the size of an attribute5, effectively limiting the model size.

To the best of our knowledge, Parameter Server [24] is the only analytics system capable of handling models having
the magnitude in the given examples. Their solution is distributed shared memory. The Big Model is partitioned across
several servers, with each server storing a sufficiently small model partition that fits in its local memory. Model entries
can be transfered and replicated across servers. They have to be kept consistent, though. Whenever a client accesses an
entry in the feature vector, it makes a local copy by transferring the entry over the network. Modifications are pushed
back to the servers synchronously or asynchronously. In a nutshell, Parameter Server supports Big Models at the price
of a significant investment in hardware and with considerable network traffic.

Approach & contributions. In this paper, we propose a database-centric solution to handle Big Models. The
main idea is to offload the model to secondary storage and leverage database techniques for efficient model training.
The model is represented as a table rather than as an array attribute. This distinction in model representation changes
fundamentally how in-database analytics tasks are carried out. We identify dot-product as the most critical operation
affected by the change in model representation. Our central contribution is the first dot-product join physical database
operator optimized to execute secondary storage array-relation dot-products effectively. The paramount challenge
we have to address is how to optimally schedule access to the dense relation – buffer management – based on the
non-contiguous feature entries in the sparse arrays. The goal is to minimize the overall number of secondary storage
accesses across all the sparse arrays. We prove that this problem is NP-hard and propose a practical solution charac-
terized by two important technical contributions. The first contribution is to handle the sparse arrays in batches with
variable size—determined dynamically at runtime. The second contribution is a reordering strategy for the arrays
such that access to co-located entries in the dense relation can be shared across arrays.

Our specific contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We investigate the Big Model analytics problem and identify dot-product as the critical operation in gradient

descent optimization when the model cannot fit in memory (Section 2).
• We present several alternatives for implementing dot-product in a relational database and discuss their relative

advantages and drawbacks (Section 3).

3http://www.slideshare.net/MrChrisJohnson/algorithmic-music-recommendations-at-spotify
4http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/xaggr.html
5http://www.postgresql.org/about/
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• We design the first array-relation dot-product join database operator targeted at secondary storage (Section 4).
• We prove that identifying the optimal access schedule for the dot-product join operator is an NP-hard problem

(Section 5.1) and introduce two optimizations – dynamic batch processing and reordering – to make the operator
practical.

• We devise three batch reordering heuristics – LSH, Radix, and K-center (Section 5) – and evaluate them thor-
oughly.

• We show how the dot-product join operator is integrated in the gradient descent optimization pipeline (Sec-
tion 6).

• We execute an extensive set of experiments that evaluate each sub-component of the operator and compare our
overall solution with alternative dot-product implementations over synthetic and real data (Section 7).

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we provide a brief introduction to gradient descent as a general method to train a wide class of analytics
models. Then, we give two concrete examples – logistic regression and low-rank matrix factorization – that illustrate
how gradient descent optimization works. From these examples, we identify vector dot-product as the primary opera-
tion in gradient descent optimization. We argue that existing in-database solutions cannot handle Big Model analytics
because they do not support secondary storage dot-product. We conclude with a formal statement of the research
problem studied in this paper.

2.1 Gradient Descent Optimization
Consider the following optimization problem with a linearly separable objective function:

Λ(~w) = minw∈Rd

N∑
i=1

f (~w, ~xi; yi) (1)

in which a d-dimensional vector ~w, d ≥ 1, known as the model, has to be found such that the objective function is
minimized. The constants ~xi and yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , correspond to the feature vector of the ith data example and its scalar
label, respectively.

Gradient descent represents – by far – the most popular method to solve the class of optimization problems given in
Eq.(1). Gradient descent is an iterative optimization algorithm that starts from an arbitrary model ~w(0) and computes
new models ~w(k+1), such that the objective function, a.k.a., the loss, decreases at every step, i.e., f(w(k+1)) <
f(w(k)). The new models ~w(k+1) are determined by moving along the opposite Λ gradient direction. Formally,
the Λ gradient is a vector consisting of entries given by the partial derivative with respect to each dimension, i.e.,
∇Λ(~w) =

[
∂Λ(~w)
∂w1

, . . . , ∂Λ(~w)
∂wd

]
. The length of the move at a given iteration is known as the step size—denoted by

α(k). With these, we can write the recursive equation characterizing the gradient descent method:

~w(k+1) = ~w(k) − α(k)∇Λ
(
~w(k)

)
(2)

In batch gradient descent (BGD), the update equation is applied as is. This requires the exact computation of the
gradient—over the entire training dataset. To increase the number of steps taken in one iteration, stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) estimates the Λ gradient from a subset of the training dataset. This allows for multiple steps to be taken
in one sequential scan over the training dataset—as opposed to a single step in BGD.

In the following, we provide two illustrative examples that show how gradient descent works for two popular
analytics tasks—logistic regression (LR) and low-rank matrix factorization (LMF).

Logistic regression. The LR objective function is:

ΛLR(~w) =

N∑
i=1

log
(
1 + e−yi ~w· ~xi

)
(3)
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Model ~w that minimizes the cumulative log-likelihood across all the training examples is the solution. The key
operation in this formula is the dot-product between vectors ~w and ~xi, i.e., ~w · ~xi. This dot-product also appears in
each component of the gradient:

∂ΛLR(~w)

∂wi
=

N∑
i=1

(
−yi

e−yi ~w·~xi

1 + e−yi ~w·~xi

)
~xi (4)

Low-rank matrix factorization. The general form of the LMF objective function is:

ΛLMF(L,R) =
∑

(i,j)∈M

1

2

(
~LT
i · ~Rj −Mij

)2

(5)

Two low-rank matrices Ln×k and Rk×m, i.e., the model, have to be found such that the sum of the cell-wise least-
squares difference between the data matrix Mn×m and the product L ·R is minimized. k is the rank of matrices L and
R. The LMF gradient as a function of row i′ in matrix ~L is shown in the following formula:

∂ΛLMF(L,R)

∂~Li′
=

∑
(i′,j)∈M

(
~LT
i′ · ~Rj −Mi′j

)
~RT
j (6)

There is such a dot-product between row ~Li′ and each column ~Rj , i.e., ~LT
i′ · ~Rj . However, only those dot-products for

which there are non-zero cells (i′, j) in matrix M have to be computed. A similar gradient formula can be written for
column j′ in ~R.

From these examples, it is clear that dot-product is an essential operation in gradient descent optimization. With
almost no exception, dot-product appears across all analytics tasks. In LR and LMF, a dot-product has to be computed
between the model ~w and each example ~xi in the training dataset—at each iteration.

2.2 Vector Dot-Product
Formally, the dot-product of two d-dimensional vectors ~u and ~v is a
scalar value computed as:

~u · ~v =

d∑
i=1

uivi (7)

This translates into a simple algorithm that iterates over the two vectors
synchronously, computes the component-wise product, and adds it to
a running sum (Algorithm 1). In most cases, the multiply function is a
simple multiplication. However, in the case of LMF, where ui and vj
are vectors themselves, multiply is itself a dot-product.

Algorithm 1 Dot-Product (~u1:d, ~v1:d)

Output: ~u · ~v
1. dpSum← 0
2. for i = 1 to d do
3. dp← multiply(ui, vi)
4. dpSum← dpSum + dp
5. end for
6. return dpSum

2.3 Problem Statement & Challenges
In this paper, we focus on Big Model dot-product. Several aspects make this particular form of dot-product an inter-
esting and challenging problem at the same time. First, the vector corresponding to the model – say ~v – cannot fit in
the available memory. Second, the vector corresponding to a training example – say ~u – is sparse and the number of
non-zero entries is a very small fraction from the dimensionality of the model. In these conditions, Algorithm Dot-
Product becomes highly inefficient because it has to iterate over the complete model even though only a small number
of entries contribute to the result. The third challenge is imposed by the requirement to support Big Model dot-product
inside a relational database where there is no notion of order—the relational model is unordered. The only solution
to implement Algorithm Dot-Product inside a database is through the UDF-UDA extensions which process a single
tuple at a time. The operands ~u and ~v are declared as table attributes having ARRAY type, while the dot-product is
implemented as a UDF. For reference, the existing in-database analytics alternatives treat the model as an in-memory
UDA state variable [16, 10, 27]. This is impossible in Big Model analytics.
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Figure 1: The dot-product operator.

The research problem we study in this paper is how to design a database operator for Big Model dot-product.
Given a dataset consisting of sparse training examples (set of vectors U = {~u1, . . . , ~uN} in Figure 1) and a dense
model (vector V in Figure 1), this operator computes optimally the set of dot-products (vector DP in Figure 1) between
the examples and the model. An entry DPi corresponds to the dot-product ~ui ·V . Following the notation in Section 2.1,
~ui corresponds to ~xi and vector V corresponds to ~w. Since the model V cannot fit in-memory, optimality is measured
by the total number of secondary storage accesses. This is a good indicator for the execution time, given the simple
computation required in dot-product. In addition to the main objective, we include a functional constraint in the
design—results have to be generated in a non-blocking fashion. As soon as the dot-product DPi = ~ui·V corresponding
to a training example ~ui is computed, it is made available to the calling operator/application. This requirement is
essential to support SGD—the gradient descent variant used the most in practice.

3 Database Dot-Product
In this section, we present two database solutions to the Big Model dot-product problem. First, we introduce a pure
relational solution that treats the operands U and V as standard relations. Second, we give an ARRAY-relation solution
that represents each of the vectors ~ui in U as an ARRAY data type—similar to existing in-database frameworks such as
MADlib and Bismarck.

3.1 Relational Dot-Product
The relational solution represents U and V as relations and uses standard relational algebra operators, e.g., join, group-
by, and aggregation – and their SQL equivalent – to compute the dot-product. In order to represent vectors ~ui ∈ U in
relational format, we create a tuple for each non-zero dimension. The attributes of the tuple include the index and the
actual value in the vector. Moreover, since the components of a vector are represented as different tuples, we have to
add another attribute identifying the vector, i.e., tid. The schema for the dense vector V is obtained following the same
procedure. There is no need for a vector/tuple identifier tid, though, since V contains a single tuple, i.e., the model:

U(index INTEGER,value NUMERIC,tid INTEGER)
V(index INTEGER,value NUMERIC)

Based on this representation, relation U corresponding to Figure 1 contains 19 tuples. The tuples for ~u1 are (1, 1, 1),
(3, 3, 1), (4, 9, 1). Relation V contains a tuple for each index. An alternative representation is a wide relation with
an attribute corresponding to each dimension/index. However, tables with such a large number of attributes are not
supported by any of the modern relational databases. The above representation is the standard procedure to map
ordered vectors into non-ordered relations at the expense of data redundancy—the tuple identifier for sparse vectors
and the index for dense vectors.

The dot-product vector DP is computed in the relational data representation with the following standard join group-
by aggregate SQL statement:
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SELECT U.tid, SUM(U.value*V.value)
FROM U, V
WHERE U.index=V.index
GROUP BY U.tid

This relational solution supports vectors of any size. However, it breaks the original representation of the vectors
since they are treated as relations. Moreover, the relational solution cannot produce the result dot-product vector DP
in a non-blocking manner due to the blocking nature of each operator in the query execution plan. This is problematic
for SGD.

3.2 Array-Relation Join
In the ARRAY-relation join solution, the sparse structure of U is preserved by representing each vector ~ui with two
ARRAY attributes, one for the non-zero index and another for the value:

U(index INTEGER[],value NUMERIC[],tid INTEGER)

The vector identifier tid is still required. This representation is possible only in database servers with type extension
support, e.g., PostgreSQL6. Vector V is decomposed as in the relational solution. The SQL statement to compute
dot-product DP in PostgreSQL is:

SELECT U.tid, SUM(U.value[idx(U.index,V.index)]*V.value)
FROM U, V
WHERE V.index = ANY(U.index)
GROUP BY U.tid

There are several differences with respect to the relational solution. The equi-join predicate in WHERE is replaced
with an inclusion predicate V.index IN U.index[] testing the occurrence of a scalar value in an array. This
predicate can be evaluated efficiently with an index on V.index. The expression in the SUM aggregate contains an
indirection based on V.index which requires specialized support. While the size of the join is the same, the width
of the tuples in ARRAY-relation join is considerably larger – the size of the intermediate join result table is the size of
U multiplied by the average number of non-zero entries across the vectors ~ui – since the entire ARRAY attributes are
replicated for every result tuple. This is necessary because the arrays are used in the SUM. Finally, the ARRAY-relation
join remains blocking.

4 Dot-Product Join Operator
In this section, we present the dot-product join operator for Big Model dot-product computation. Essentially, dot-
product join combines the advantages of the existing database solutions. It is an in-database operator over an ARRAY-
relation data representation that computes the result vector without blocking and without generating massive interme-
diate results. In this section, we present the requirements, challenges, and design decisions behind the dot-product join
operator, while a thorough evaluation is given in Section 7.

4.1 Requirements & Challenges
The dot-product join operator takes as input the operands U and V and generates the dot-product vector DP (Fig-
ure 1). U follows the ARRAY representation in which the index and value are stored as sparse ARRAY-type attributes.
Only the non-zero entries are materialized. V is stored in range-based partitioned relational format—the tuples
(index,value) are partitioned into pages with fixed size and a page contains tuples with consecutive index
values. The overall number of pages in V is pV . For example, with a page size of 2, vector V in Figure 1 is partitioned
into 3 pages. Page 1 contains indexes {1, 2}, page 2 indexes {3, 4}, and page 3 indexes {5, 6}. The memory budget

6http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/xtypes.html
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Figure 2: Optimization strategies for the dot-product join operator.

available to the dot-product join operator for storing V is M pages, which is smaller than pV —this is a fundamental
constraint.

Without loss of generality, we assume that each vector ~ui ∈ U accesses at most M pages from V. This allows
for atomic computation of entries in vector DP, i.e., all the data required for the computation of the entry DPi are
memory-resident at a given time instant. Moreover, each vector ~ui has to be accessed only once in order to compute
its contribution to DP—U can be processed as a stream. As a result, the cost of Big model dot-product computation is
entirely determined by the number of secondary storage page accesses for V—the execution of Algorithm Dot-Product
is considerably faster than accessing a page from secondary storage. Thus, the main challenge faced by the dot-product
join operator is minimizing the number of secondary storage page accesses by judiciously using the memory budget
M for caching pages in V.

A vector ~ui ∈ U contains several non-zero entries. Each of these entries requires a request to retrieve the value
at the corresponding index in V. Thus, the number of requests can become a significant bottleneck even when the
requested index is memory-resident. Reducing the number of requests for entries in V is a secondary challenge that
has to be addressed by the dot-product join operator.

Example 1. In order to illustrate these challenges, we extend upon the example in Figure 1. The total number of
requests to entries in V is 19—3 for ~u1, 2 for ~u2, and so on. The corresponding number of page accesses to V when
we iterate over U is 16—2 pages are accessed by each vector ~ui. This is also the number of requests when we group
together requests to the same page. With a memory budget M = 2 and LRU cache replacement policy, the number of
pages accessed from secondary storage reduces to 8. However, the number of requests remains as before, i.e., 16.

4.2 High-Level Approach
Algorithm Dot-Product Join Operator contains a high-level presentation of the proposed operator for Big Model
dot-product. Intuitively, we push the aggregation inside the ARRAY-relation join and apply a series of optimizations
that address the challenges identified above—minimize the number of secondary storage accesses and the number of
requests to entries in V. Given U, V, and memory budget M , Dot-Product Join Operator iterates over the pages of
U and executes a three-stage procedure at page-level. The three stages are: optimization, batch execution, and dot-
product computation. Optimization minimizes the number of secondary storage accesses. Batch execution reduces
the number of requests to V entries. Dot-product computation is a direct call to Dot-Product that computes an entry of
the DP result. Notice that generating intermediate join results and grouping are not required anymore since the entries
in V corresponding to a vector ~ui are produced in a contiguous batch. In the following, we give an overview of the
optimization and batch execution stages.

4.2.1 Optimization

The naive adoption of the ARRAY-relation solution inside the dot-product join operator does not address the number of
secondary storage accesses to pages in V. The database buffer manager is entirely responsible for handling secondary
storage access. The standard policy to accomplish this is LRU—the least recently accessed page is evicted from

7



Algorithm 2 Dot-Product Join Operator

Input:
U (index INTEGER[],value NUMERIC[],tid INTEGER)
V (index INTEGER,value NUMERIC)
memory budget M

Output: DP (tid INTEGER,product NUMERIC)
1. for each page up ∈ U do

OPTIMIZATION
2. Reorder vectors ~ui to cluster similar vectors together
3. Group vectors ~ui into batches Bj that access at most M pages from V

BATCH EXECUTION
4. for each batch Bj do
5. Collect pages vp ∈ V accessed by vectors ~ui ∈ Bj into a set vBj

= {vp ∈ V |∃~ui ∈ Bj that accesses vp}
6. Request access to pages in vBj

DOT-PRODUCT COMPUTATION
7. for each vector ~ui ∈ Bj do
8. dp← Dot-Product(~ui,V)
9. Append (~ui.tid, dp) to DP

10. end for
11. end for
12. end for
13. return DP

memory. This can result in a significantly suboptimal behavior, as shown in Figure 2. U is the same as in Figure 1 and
M = 2. As discussed before, the number of secondary storage page accesses is 8. Essentially, every vector ~ui ∈ U ,
except ~u7, requires a page replacement. This is because consecutive vectors access a different set of two pages. The
net result is significant buffer or cache thrashing—a page is read into memory only to be evicted at the subsequent
request. One can argue that the access pattern in this example is the worst-case for LRU. The Big Model dot-product
problem, however, exhibits this pattern pervasively because each dot-product computation is atomic. Allowing partial
dot-product computation incurs a different set of obstacles and does not satisfy the non-blocking requirement.

U′ in Figure 2 contains exactly the same vectors as U, reordered such that similar vectors – vectors with non-zero
entries co-located in the same partition/page of V – are clustered together. The number of secondary storage accesses
corresponding to U′ is only 4. The reason for this considerable reduction is that a V page – once read into memory –
is used by several vectors ~ui that have non-zero indexes resident to the page. Essentially, vectors share access to the
common pages.

Reordering. The main task of the optimization stage is to identify the optimal reordering of vectors ~ui ∈ U
that minimizes the number of secondary storage accesses to V—line (2) in Algorithm 2. We prove that this task is
NP-hard by reducing it to the minimum Hamiltonian path problem7. We propose three heuristic algorithms that find
good reorderings in a fraction of the time—depending on the granularity at which the reordering is executed, e.g., a
page, several pages, or a portion of a page. The first algorithm is an LSH8-based extension to nearest neighbor—the
well-known approximation to minimum Hamiltonian path. The second algorithm is partition-level radix sort. The
third algorithm is standard k-center clustering applied at partition-level. We discuss all these algorithms in detail in
Section 5.

Batching. The second task of the optimization stage is to reduce the number of page requests to the buffer manager.
Even when the requested page is in the buffer, there is a non-negligible overhead in retrieving and passing the page to
the dot-product join operator. A straightforward optimization is to group together requests made to indexes co-located
in the same page. By applying this strategy to the example in Figure 2, the number of requests in U′ is reduced to 16—
compared to 19 in U. We take advantage of the reordering to group consecutive vectors into batches and make requests

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamiltonian_path
8LSH stands for locality-sensitive hashing.
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at batch-level—line (3) in Algorithm 2. This strategy is beneficial because similar vectors are grouped together by the
reordering. For example, the number of page requests corresponding to U′′ in Figure 2 is only 6—2 for each batch.

Formally, we have to identify the batches that minimize the number of page requests to V given a fixed ordering of
the vectors in U and a memory budgetM . Without the ordering constraint, this is the standard bin packing9 problem—
known to be NP-hard. Due to ordering, a simple greedy heuristic that iterates over the vectors and adds them to the
current batch until the capacity constraint is not satisfied is guaranteed to achieve the optimal solution. The output is
a set of batches with a variable number of vectors.

4.2.2 Batch Execution

Given the batches Bj extracted in the optimization stage, we compute the dot-products ~ui · V by making a single
request to the buffer manager for all the pages accessed in the batch. It is guaranteed that these pages fit in memory at
the same time. Notice, though, that vectors ~ui are still processed one-by-one, thus, dot-product results are generated
individually (lines (7)-(10) in Algorithm 2). While batch execution reduces the number of requests to the buffer
manager, the requests consist of a set of pages—not a single page. It is important to emphasize that decomposing the
set request into a series of independent single-page requests is sub-optimal. For example, consider U in Figure 2 to
consist of 8 batches of a single vector each. Vector ~u3 has a request for page 1 and 2, respectively. Page 2 and 3 are in
memory. If we treat the 2-page request as two single-page requests, page 2 is evicted to release space for page 1, only
to be immediately read back into memory. If the request is considered as a unit, page 3 is evicted.

In order to support set requests, the functionality of the buffer manager has to be enhanced. Instead of directly
applying the replacement policy, e.g., LRU, there are two stages in handling a page set request. First, the pages
requested that are memory-resident have to be pinned down such that the replacement policy does not consider them.
Second, the remaining requested pages and the non-pinned buffered pages are passed to the standard replacement
policy. Dot-Product Join Operator includes this functionality in lines (5)-(6), before the dot-product computation.

5 Vector Reordering
In this section, we discuss strategies for reordering vectors ~ui ∈ U that minimize the number of secondary storage
accesses. First, we prove that finding the optimal reordering is NP-hard. Then, we introduce three scalable heuristics
that cluster similar vectors.

5.1 Optimal Reordering is NP-hard
We formalize the reordering problem as follows. Assume there are N d-dimensional vectors {~u1, . . . , ~uN}. Each
vector ~ui contains ri page requests grouped into a set vip = {pi1, . . . , piri}. Given two consecutive vectors ~ui, ~ui+1 and
their corresponding page request sets vip, vi+1

p , the pages in the set difference vi+1
p \ vip potentially require secondary

storage access. Since we assume that all the pages in any set vip fit in memory, it is guaranteed that the pages in the
set intersection vi+1

p ∩ vip are memory resident. Pages in vi+1
p that are not in vip can be in memory if they have been

accessed before and not evicted. Let us denote the set difference between any two vectors ~ui and ~uj as Ci,j = vip \ vjp.
The cardinality of this set

∣∣Ci,j
∣∣ gives the number of potential secondary storage accesses. The goal of reordering is to

identify the vector sequence {~ui1 , . . . , ~uiN } that minimizes the cumulative cardinality
∣∣Cij+1,ij

∣∣ of the set difference
between all the pairs of consecutive vectors:

min{~ui1 ,...,~uiN
}

N−1∑
j=1

∣∣Cij+1,ij
∣∣ (8)

Theorem 1. Finding the vector sequence {~ui1 , . . . , ~uiN } that minimizes the cumulative cardinality
∑N−1

j=1

∣∣Cij+1,ij
∣∣

is NP-hard.
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bin_packing_problem
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Proof. We provide a reduction of the reordering problem to finding the minimum Hamiltonian path in a weighted
directed graph—a known NP-complete problem [23]. Given a weighted directed graph – the edges are directional
and have a weight attached – the minimum Hamiltonian path traverses all the vertexes once and the resulting path has
minimum weight.

We define a complete directed graph G = (V,E) with N vertexes and N(N − 1) edges. A vertex corresponds to
each vector ~ui. For any pair of vertexes, i.e., vectors ~ui, ~uj , we introduce two edges (~ui, ~uj) and (~uj , ~ui), respectively.
The weight of an edge (~ui, ~uj) is given by the cardinality

∣∣Cj,i
∣∣ =

∣∣vjp \ vip∣∣. Notice that set difference is not
commutative. This is the reason for having directed edges. A Hamiltonian path in graphG corresponds to a reordering
because all the vectors are considered only once and all the orders are possible—there is an edge between any two
vertexes. Since the weight of an edge is defined as the cardinality

∣∣Ci,j
∣∣, the weight of the minimum Hamiltonian path

corresponds to the minimum cumulative cardinality in Eq. (8).

Several polynomial-time heuristic algorithms for computing an approximation to the minimum Hamiltonian path
over a complete directed graph exist in the literature [20]. Nearest neighbor is a standard greedy algorithm that
chooses the closest non-visited vertex as the next vertex. It has computational complexity ofO(N2) and non-constant
approximation factor log(N). The straightforward application of the nearest neighbor algorithm to our problem is too
expensive because we have to materialize a complete directed graph. This takes significant time even for values of N
in the order of thousands—not to mention the required space. If we generate the graph on-the-fly, the weight to all the
non-visited vertexes has to be computed. While this may seem more efficient, this still has an overall computational
complexity of O(N2d). Due to these limitations of the nearest neighbor algorithm for complete graphs, we explore
more efficient heuristics that avoid considering all the possible pairs of vertexes.

5.2 LSH-based Nearest Neighbor
Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) [12] is an efficient method to identify similar objects represented as high-dimensional

sparse vectors. Similarity between vectors is defined as their Jaccard coefficient, i.e., J(~ui, ~uj) =
|vi

p∩v
j
p|

|vi
p∪v

j
p| . The main

idea is to build a hash index that groups similar vectors in the same bucket. Given an input vector, the most similar
vector is found by identifying the vector with the maximum Jaccard coefficient between the vectors co-located in the
same hash bucket. Essentially, the search space is pruned from all the vectors in the set to the vectors in the hash
bucket—typically considerably fewer. The complexity of LSH consists in finding a hash function that preserves
the Jaccard coefficient in mapping vectors to buckets—the probability of having two vectors in the same bucket
approximates their Jaccard coefficient. Minwise hash functions [4] satisfy this property on expectation. Given a set, a
minwise hash function generates any permutation of its elements with equal probability. While such functions are hard
to define, they can be approximated with a universal hash function [5] that has a very large domain, e.g., 264. In order
to increase the accuracy of correctly estimating the Jaccard coefficient, m such minwise hash functions are applied to
a vector. Their output corresponds to the signature of the vector which gives the bucket where the vector is hashed to.
The value of m is an important parameter controlling the number of vectors which are exhaustively compared to the
input query vector. The larger m is, the fewer vectors end-up in the same bucket. On the opposite, if m = 1, all the
vectors that share a common value can be hashed to the same bucket. Given a value for m, banding is a method that
controls the degree of tolerated similarity. The m-dimensional signature is divided into b bm/bc-dimensional bands
and a hash table is built independently for each of them. The input vector is compared with all the co-located vectors of
at least one hash table. Banding decreases the Jaccard coefficient threshold acceptable for similarity, while increasing
the probability that all the vectors that have a higher coefficient than the threshold are found.

Compute LSH tables section in Algorithm 3 summarizes the construction of the LSH index for the vector reordering
problem. Although we do not measure similarity using the Jaccard coefficient, there is a strong correlation between
set difference cardinality and the Jaccard coefficient. Intuitively, the higher the Jaccard coefficient, the larger the
intersection between two sets relative to their union. This translates into small set difference cardinality. Since the goal
of reordering is to cluster vectors with small differences, LSH places them into the same bucket with high probability.

We compute the output vector reordering by executing the nearest neighbor heuristic over the LSH index (section
LSH-based nearest neighbor search in Algorithm 3). We believe this is a novel application of the LSH technique,
typically used for point queries. The algorithm starts with a random vector. The next vector is selected from the
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Algorithm 3 LSH Reordering

Input:
Set of vectors {~u1, . . . , ~uN} with page requests
m minwise hash functions grouped into b bands

Output: Reordered set of input vectors {~ui1 , . . . , ~uiN }
Compute LSH tables

1. for each vector ~ui do
2. Compute m-dimensional signature (s1, . . . , sm) based on minwise hash functions and group into b bands

bandk = (s(k−1)·bm
b c+1, . . . , sk·bm

b c)
3. Insert vector ~ui into hash table Hashk, 1 ≤ k ≤ b, using minwise hash function of bandk
4. end for

LSH-based nearest neighbor search
5. Initialize ~ui1 with a random vector ~ui
6. for j = 1 to N − 1 do
7. Let Xk be the set of vectors co-located in the same bucket with ~uij in hash table Hashk and not selected
8. X ← X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xb

9. Let ~uij+1
be the vector in X with the minimum set difference cardinality

∣∣Cij+1,ij
∣∣ to the current vector ~uij

10. end for

vectors co-located in the same bucket across at least one other band of the LSH index. The process is repeated until
all the vectors are selected. Bands play a very important role in reordering because they allow for smooth bucket
transition. This is not possible with a single band since there is no strict ordering between buckets. In this situation,
choosing the next bucket involves inspecting all the other buckets of the hash table.

In general, LSH reduces significantly the number of vector pairs for which the exact set difference has to be
computed—only O(N) vector pairs are considered, i.e., a constant number for each vector. Thus, the overall com-
plexity of LSH Reordering – O(Ndm) – is dominated by the construction of the LSH index.

Example 2. We illustrate how LSH reordering works for the set of vectors U depicted in Figure 2. To facilitate
understanding, we set m = 2 and b = 2, i.e., two LSH indexes with 1-D signatures. Since m/b = 1, there are many
conflicts in each bucket of the two bands. Even though this does not reduce dramatically the number of vector pairs
that require full comparison, it shows how bucket transition works. Let the two minwise hash functions generate the
following permutations: {2, 3, 1} and {3, 1, 2}, respectively. Remember that the reordering is done at page level. The
LSH index for the first band has two buckets, for key 2 : {~u1, ~u2, ~u3, ~u4, ~u5, ~u8} and key 3 : {~u6, ~u7}. The LSH index
for the second band also has two buckets, for key 1 : {~u1, ~u3, ~u5} and key 3 : {~u2, ~u4, ~u6, ~u7, ~u8}. Let ~u1 be the
random vector we start the nearest neighbor search from. The vectors considered at the first step of the algorithm
are {~u2, ~u3, ~u4, ~u5, ~u8}. All of them are contained in bucket with key 2 of the first band. Since ~u3 and ~u5 have set
difference 0 to ~u1, one of them is selected as ~ui2 and the other as ~ui3 . At this moment, the bucket with key 1 from the
second band is exhausted and one of ~u2, ~u4, and ~u8 is selected. Independent of which one is selected, bucket transition
occurs since the new vectors ~u6, ~u7 are co-located in bucket with key 3 of the second band. By following the algorithm
to termination, U ′ in Figure 2 is a possible solution.

5.3 Radix Sort
Sorting is a natural approach to generate a reordering of a set as long as a strict order relationship can be defined
between any two elements of the set. The Jaccard coefficient gives an order only with respect to a fixed reference, i.e.,
given a reference vector we can quantify which of any other two vectors is smaller based on their Jaccard coefficient
with the reference. However, this is not sufficient to generate a complete reordering.

It is possible to imagine a multitude of ordering strategies for a set of sparse d-dimensional vectors. The simplest
solution is to consider the dimensions in some arbitrary order, e.g., from left to right. Vector ~u1 is smaller than ~u2, i.e.,
~u1 < ~u2, for U in Figure 2 since it has a non-zero entry at index 1, while the first non-zero entry in ~u2 is at index 3. In
order to cluster similar vectors together, a better ordering is required. Our strategy is to sort the dimensions according
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to the frequency at which they appear in the set of sparse vectors and compare vectors dimension-wise based on this
order. This is exactly how radix sort [7] works, albeit without reordering the dimensions in descending order of their
frequency. Algorithm Radix Sort Reordering depicts the entire process. The two stages – frequency computation and
radix sort – are clearly delimited. Since their complexity is O(Nd), the overall is O(Nd).

Algorithm 4 Radix Sort Reordering

Input: Set of vectors {~u1, . . . , ~uN} with page requests
Output: Reordered set of input vectors {~ui1 , . . . , ~uiN }

Page request frequency computation
1. Compute page request frequency across vectors {~u1, . . . , ~uN}
2. for each vector ~ui do
3. Represent ~ui by a bitset of 0’s and 1’s where a 1 at index k corresponds to the vector requesting page k
4. Reorder the bitset in decreasing order of the page request frequency, i.e., index 1 corresponds to the most

frequent page
5. end for

Radix sort
6. Apply radix sort to the set of bitsets
7. Let ~uij be the vector corresponding to the bitset at position j in the sorted order

Example 3. We illustrate how radix sort reordering works for the set of vectors U in Figure 2. The algorithm operates
at page level. Since page 2 is the most frequent – it appears in 6 vectors – it is the first considered. Two partitions are
generated: p0 = {~u1, ~u3, ~u5, ~u2, ~u4, ~u8} accesses page 2; and p1 = {~u6, ~u7} does not. This is exactly U ′ in Figure 2.
The frequency of page 1 and page 3 is 5, thus, any of them can be selected in the second iteration. Assume that we
brake the ties using the original index and we select page 1. Each of the previous two partitions is further split into
two. For example, p00 = {~u1, ~u3, ~u5} and p01 = {~u2, ~u4, ~u8}. The important thing to remark is that vectors accessing
page 1 split in the first iteration cannot be grouped together anymore. If we follow the algorithm to completion, U ′ in
Figure 2 is generated.

The intuition behind radix sort reordering is that – by considering pages in decreasing order of their frequency
– the most requested page is accessed from secondary storage exactly once; the second most accessed page at most
twice; and so on. This holds true because all the pages accessed by a vector fit together in memory. It is important to
notice that – although the number of accesses increases – the request frequency decreases for pages considered at later
iterations. This guarantees that the maximum number of accesses to a page is bounded by min

{
2rank, freq

}
, where

rank is the rank of the page and freq is the access frequency. Essentially, radix sort reordering is a dimension-wise
greedy heuristic.

5.4 K-Center Clustering
Since the goal of reordering is to cluster similar vectors together, we include a standard k-center clustering [31]
algorithm as a reference. The main challenge is that – similar to the Jaccard coefficient – clustering does not impose
a strict ordering between two vectors—only with respect to the common center. This is also true for centers. The
stopping criterion for our hierarchical k-center clustering is when all the clusters have page requests that fit entirely
in memory. As long as this does not hold, we invoke the algorithm recursively for the clusters that do not satisfy
this requirement. The resulting clusters are ordered as follows. We start with a random cluster and select as the next
cluster the one with the center having the minimum set difference cardinality. Notice that reordering the vectors inside
a cluster is not necessary since they all fit in memory. This procedure is depicted in Algorithm 5. It has complexity
O(Ndk), where k is the resulting number of clusters, i.e., centers.
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Algorithm 5 K-Center Reordering

Input: Set of vectors {~u1, . . . , ~uN} with page requests
Output: Reordered set of input vectors {~ui1 , . . . , ~uiN }
1. Initialize first set of k centers with random vectors ~ui
2. Assign each vector to the center having the minimum set difference cardinality
3. Let Xl be the set of vectors assigned to center l, 1 ≤ l ≤ k
4. Call K-Center Reordering recursively for the sets Xl with requests that do not fit in memory
5. Reorder centers and their corresponding vectors

5.5 Discussion
We propose three heuristic algorithms for the vector reordering problem. LSH and k-center cluster similar vectors
together. LSH uses the Jaccard coefficient to hash similar vectors to the same bucket of a hash table and then executes
nearest neighbor search starting from a random vector. K-center clustering partitions the vectors recursively based on
an increasing set of centers. Both methods are limited by partial ordering between two vectors and incur overhead
to define a strict ordering. Moreover, they are randomized algorithms sensitive to the initialization and a handful of
parameters. Radix sort imposes a strict ordering at the expense of not considering the entire vector in clustering. We
alleviate this problem by sorting the dimensions based on their access frequency. This bounds the total number of
secondary storage accesses. In the experimental evaluation (Section 7), we compare these algorithms thoroughly in
terms of execution time and reordering quality.

6 Gradient Descent Integration
In this section, we show how to integrate
the dot-product join operator in gradient
descent optimization for Big Model an-
alytics. We discuss the benefits of the
operator approach compared to the rela-
tional and ARRAY-relation solutions pre-
sented in Section 3.
Figure 3 depicts the gradient computation
required in gradient descent optimiza-
tion. Vector dot-product is only a subrou-
tine in this process. As we move from the
relational solution to the proposed dot-
product join operator, the query plan be-
comes considerably simpler. The rela-
tional solution consists of two parts. In
the first part, the dot-product correspond-
ing to a vector ~ui is computed. Since vec-
tor components are represented as inde-
pendent tuples with a common identifier,
this requires a group-by on tid. However,
this results in the loss of the vector com-
ponents, required for gradient computa-
tion (see Eq. (4)). Thus, a second join
group-by is necessary in order to com-
pute each component of the gradient.
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σ
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[Dot-product join operator]
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       index

Figure 3: Gradient descent integration.

As we show in the experimental evaluation, this turns out to be very inefficient. The ARRAY-relation solution is able
to discard the second join group-by because it groups vector components as an array attribute of a tuple.
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The proposed dot-product join operator goes one step further and pushes the group-by aggregation inside the
join. While this idea has been introduced in [17] for BGD over normalized example data, the dot-product join operator
considers joins between examples and the model and works for BGD and SGD alike—SGD requires only an additional
selection. In [17], the model V is small enough to fit in the state of the UDA. The main benefit of pushing the group-by
aggregation inside the join is that the temporary join result is not materialized—in memory or on secondary storage.
The savings in storage can be several orders of magnitude, e.g., with an average of 1000 non-zero indexes per vector
~ui, the temporary storage – if materialized – is 3 orders of magnitude the size of U . By discarding the blocking
group-by on tid, the overall gradient computation becomes non-blocking since dot-product join is non-blocking.

SGD considerations. In order to achieve faster convergence, SGD requires random example traversals. Since dot-
product join reorders the examples in order to cluster similar examples together, we expect this to have a negative effect
on convergence. However, the reordering in dot-product join is only local—at page-level. Thus, a simple strategy to
eliminate the effect of reordering completely is to estimate the gradient at page-level—the number of steps in an
iteration is equal to the number of pages. Any intermediate scheme that trades-off convergence speed with secondary
storage accesses can be imagined. To maximize convergence, the data traversal orders across iterations have to be also
random. This is easily achieved with LSH and K-center reordering—two randomized algorithms. A simple solution
for Radix is to randomize the order of pages across iterations.
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Figure 4: Effect of Radix reordering on SGD convergence.

We provide experimental evidence that quantifies the impact of Radix reordering – the strictest solution – on
convergence. Figure 4 depicts the behavior of the loss function when 10 SGD iterations are executed for LR and LMF
models over two real datasets (see Section 7 for details). Radix reordering does not degrade the convergence speed
compared to a random data traversal—the model is updated after each example. Moreover, for the LR model, Radix
reordering actually improves convergence. These results are in line with those presented in [10], where only complete
data sorting on the label has a negative impact on convergence.

7 Experimental Evaluation
In the section, we first evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the three reordering heuristics. Then, we apply the
reordering heuristics to dot-product join and measure the effect of reordering and batching under different resource
constraints. Finally, we measure the end-to-end dot-product and gradient descent execution time as a function of the
amount of memory available in the system. We also compare dot-product join with the baseline alternatives introduced
in Section 3 across several synthetic and real datasets. Specifically, the experiments we design are targeted to answer
the following questions:
• How effective are the reordering heuristics and which one should be used under what circumstance?
• How do reordering and batching affect the runtime and what is their overhead?
• What is the sensitivity of the dot-product join operator with respect to the available memory?
• How does dot-product join compare with other solutions?
• What is the contribution of dot-product join within the overall Big Model gradient descent optimization?
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7.1 Setup
Implementation. We implement dot-product join as a new array-relation operator in GLADE [6]—a state-of-the-art
parallel data processing system that executes analytics tasks expressed with the UDA interface. GLADE has native
support for the ARRAY data type. Dot-product join is implemented as an optimized index join operator. It iterates over
the pages in U. For each page, it applies the reordering and batching optimizations and then probes the entries in V at
batch granularity. The dot-product corresponding to a vector is generated in a single pass over the vector and pipelined
into the gradient UDA.

System. We execute the experiments on a standard server running Ubuntu 14.04 SMP 64-bit with Linux kernel
3.13.0-43. The server has 2 AMD Opteron 6128 series 8-core processors – 16 cores – 28 GB of memory, and 1 TB
7200 RPM SAS hard-drive. Each processor has 12 MB L3 cache, while each core has 128 KB L1 and 512 KB L2
local caches. The average disk bandwidth is 120 MB/s.

Methodology. We perform all experiments at least 3 times and report the average value as the result. In the case
of page-level results, we execute the experiments over the entire dataset – all the pages – and report the average value
computed across the pages. We always enforce data to be read from disk in the first iteration by cleaning the file system
buffers before execution. Memory constraints are enforced by limiting the batch size, i.e., the number of vectors ~ui
that can be grouped together after reordering.

Dataset # Dims # Examples Size Model
uniform 1B 80K 4.2 GB 8 GB
skewed 1B 1M 4.5 GB 8 GB
matrix 10M x 10K 300M 4.5 GB 80 GB
splice 13M 500K 30 GB 100 MB
MovieLens 6K x 4K 1M 24 MB 80 MB

Table 1: Datasets used in the experiments.

Datasets and tasks. We run experiments over five datasets—three synthetic and two real. Table 1 shows their
characteristics. uniform and skewed contain sparse vectors with dimensionality 1 billion having non-zero entries
at random indexes. For uniform, the non-zero indexes are chosen with uniform probability over the domain. On
average, there are 3000 non-zero entries for each example vector. In the case of skewed, the frequency of non-zero
indexes is extracted from a zipf distribution with coefficient 1.0. The index and the vectors are randomly generated.
On average, there are only 300 non-zero entries for each vector. However, the number of example vectors is much
larger—at least as large as the highest frequency. The size of the model for both datasets is 8 GB since we store the
model in dense format. While not every index is accessed, each page of the model is accessed. matrix is generated
following the same process, with the additional constraint that there is at least a non-zero entry for each index—if
there is no rating for a movie/song, then it can be removed from the data altogether. The properties of matrix follow
closely the Spotify example given in the introduction. splice [1] is a real massive dataset for distributed gradient
descent optimization, 3.2 TB in full size. We extract a 1% sample for our single-disk experiments. However, the
dimensionality of the model is preserved. We notice that splice is, in fact, a uniform dataset. MovieLens [10]
is a small real dataset – both in terms of number of examples and dimensions – that we include mainly to study the
impact of reordering on convergence speed. It is important to emphasize that model size, i.e., dimensionality, is the
main performance driver. The number of examples, i.e., size, has a linear impact on execution time. We evaluate the
vector dot-product independently as well as part of SGD for LR and LMF models. We execute LR over uniform,
skewed, and splice; LMF with rank 1000 over matrix and MovieLens. We present only the most relevant
results, although we execute experiments for all combinations of datasets, tasks, and parameter configurations.

7.2 Reordering Heuristics Comparison
We evaluate the performance of the proposed reordering heuristics – locality-sensitive hashing (LSH), radix sort
(Radix), and k-center clustering (K-center) – as a function of the page size. We measure the reordering execution
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Figure 5: Reordering heuristics comparison at page-level: (a) Execution time. (b) Relative improvement over basic
LRU.

time and the relative improvement over vector-level basic LRU. In order to evaluate only the reordering effect, we do
not include batching in these experiments. The results for skewed with memory budget of 1% from the model size
are depicted in Figure 5.

Reordering time. Figure 5a shows the execution time of the reordering heuristics. As expected, when the page
size, i.e., the number of vectors ~ui considered together, increases, the reordering time increases for all the methods.
Overall, Radix is the most scalable method. It executes in less than a second even for pages with 216 vectors. K-center
is infeasible for more than 1024 vectors—the reordering time starts to dominate the processing time. While more
scalable than K-center, LSH runs in more than 10 seconds for 216 vectors. Thus, from an execution time point-of-
view, Radix is clearly the winner—it is faster than the others by 1 to 3 orders of magnitude.

Improvement over basic LRU. We measure the number of page misses to model V for each of the heuristics and
compare against the number of page misses corresponding to the basic LRU replacement policy. Figure 5b depicts the
relative improvement. As expected, when the U page size increases, the improvement over LRU increases since more
vectors ~ui are grouped together, thus, there are more opportunities for access sharing. K-center remains the worst
method even in this category. However, LSH provides the largest reduction in page misses over LRU—almost 30%
for large page sizes. The reduction corresponding to Radix is around 20%.

Given that LSH has a much higher overhead and the relatively small reduction in page misses over Radix, we
consider only Radix in further experiments. Moreover, LSH requires careful tuning of its many parameters in order to
achieve these results. This is not the case for Radix which has no tunable parameter.
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Figure 6: Dot-product join execution time: (a) Breakdown per page. (b) Over the full dataset.
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7.3 Dot-Product Join Evaluation
We evaluate the execution time of the complete dot-product join operator at page-level as well as over the full dataset.
Figure 6a depicts the page-level improvement brought by batching and reordering over the naive tuple-at-a-time pro-
cessing with LRU replacement. The memory budget is 20% of the model size, while the page size is 4096. Batching-
only is executed over the arbitrary order of the U vectors. Its benefits are considerably higher for the skewed
dataset because of the larger overlap between narrow vectors—300 non-zero entries compared to 3000 for uniform.
Reordering reduces the execution time further since it allows for batches with larger sizes—the overhead of Radix
reordering is included in the results. The one order of magnitude difference between tuple-at-a-time processing and
dot-product join translates into an order of magnitude difference over the full dataset. Figure 6b depicts the results
for skewed as a function of the memory budget. When the available memory reaches a threshold at which the heavy
accessed parts of the model can be buffered in memory, e.g., 60% for skewed, there is little improvement with an
additional increase.

7.4 Dot-Product Join in SGD
Figure 7 depicts the contribution of dot-product to the overall SGD computation for LR over uniform and splice,
and for LMF over matrix, respectively. In addition to dot-product, SGD includes gradient computation and model
update—which also requires secondary storage access. While we update the model for every example, the buffer
manager is responsible for flushing dirty pages to secondary storage when memory is not available. As the memory
budget for buffering the model increases, the dot-product and SGD time per iteration drop in all the cases. The relative
contribution of dot-product to SGD is highly-sensitive to the memory budget and the characteristics of the dataset. For
uniform (Figure 7a), dot-product takes as little as one third of the SGD execution time at 60% memory budget. In
this case, the overhead of updating the model to storage dominates the execution time. For splice (Figure 7b), SGD
is dominated by dot-product computation. This is because the model is considerably smaller, while the size of U and
the access sparsity are larger than for uniform. Due to the extreme model size, the only experiments we perform on
matrix are for memory budgets of 10% and 20% (Figure 7c). The results follow a similar trend as for the other two
datasets.
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Figure 7: Dot-product and SGD execution time per iteration: (a) uniform; (b) splice; (c) matrix. While the
model is updated for every example, not all dimensions get updated and not all updated dimensions are written-back
to disk.

7.5 Dot-Product Join vs. Alternatives
We validate the efficiency of the proposed dot-product join operator by comparing its execution time against that of the
alternative solutions presented in Section 3. We have implemented relational (R) and ARRAY-relation in PostgreSQL
(PG) and relational in MonetDB [13]. While PostgreSQL is a legacy database server with an extended set of features
– including support for ARRAY data type – MonetDB is a modern column-store database designed for modern archi-
tectures, e.g., multi-core CPUs and large memory capacity. The memory budget is set to 40% of the model size across
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all the GLADE implementations. PostgreSQL is configured with 10 GB of buffer memory. Since MonetDB uses
memory mapping for its internal data structures, it is not possible to limit its memory usage since system swapping is
automatic. This gives a tremendous advantage to MonetDB when the model fits in memory. Indexes are built on the
index attribute of all the model tables for PostgreSQL and MonetDB. The index building time is not included.

Table 2 summarizes the execution time across all the datasets considered in the experiments. If the execution does
not finish in 24 hours, we include N/A in the table. The proposed dot-product join operator is the only solution that
finishes processing for all the datasets in the allocated time. It is also, in most cases, the fastest. The PostgreSQL
implementations are at the other extreme. For PG ARRAY-relation solution, only MovieLens finishes within 24
hours. The main reason for this is the immense size of the intermediate ARRAY-relation join over which the aggrega-
tion is computed. The PG relational solution is more efficient—10× faster on MovieLens and finishing splice
in reasonable time. However, the model sizes of MovieLens and splice are the smallest among all datasets.
MonetDB achieves decent runtime for all the datasets on the LR task. For the small model in splice, MonetDB
finishes the fastest among all the solutions. This is because the computation can be executed completely in memory.
When it comes to large models, while MonetDB is comparable with dot-product join on uniform, it is 6× slower on
skewed. This shows that MonetDB is not able to achieve the gains of data reordering as the dot-product join operator
does. For truly large models in LMF tasks, however, MonetDB fails to execute them efficiently because it materializes
the immense intermediate join results. Since LMF requires a join between the L matrix, the R matrix, and the data
(Section 2.1), even a small dataset such as MovieLens can result in an intermediate join size of 6K × 4K × 1000
(192G) in the case of rank 1000. Notice also that – even though the relational solution generates competitive results in
some cases – it cannot generate the result in a non-blocking manner, as dot-product join does.

GLADE R PG R PG ARRAY-RELATION MonetDB R DOT-PRODUCT JOIN
uniform 37851 N/A N/A 4280 3914
skewed 13000 N/A N/A 4952 786
matrix N/A N/A N/A N/A 9045
splice 9554 81054 N/A 2947 6769
MovieLens 905 5648 72480 N/A 477

Table 2: Dot-product join execution time (in seconds) across several solutions. N/A stands for not finishing the
execution in 24 hours.

7.6 Discussion
Our experiments identify Radix sort as the fastest reordering heuristic and the only one scalable to large batches. The
improvement over tuple-at-a-time processing with basic LRU replacement is larger in this case. While LSH achieves
the largest reduction in page misses, Radix is not far behind. The reduction in dot-product computation execution
time is as much as an order of magnitude when reordering and batching are combined. Independently and when
integrated in SGD, the dot-product join operator’s performance degrades gracefully when the memory budget reduces
below a threshold at which the model cannot be buffered in memory. Out of all the alternatives, the dot-product
join operator is the only solution that can handle Big Models in a scalable fashion. The relational implementation
in GLADE is – in general – an order of magnitude or more slower than dot-product join, while the relational and
ARRAY-relation PostgreSQL versions do not finish execution even after 24 hours—except for small models. MonetDB
achieves efficient execution time for small and intermediate model sizes with a massive memory budget. However, it
fails miserably on truly large models—the problem addressed by dot-product join.

8 Related Work
We discuss related work spanning several areas: in-database analytics, model parallelism, learning over normalized
data, and joins.
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In-database analytics. There has been a sustained effort to add analytics functionality to traditional database
servers over the past years. MADlib [14, 16] is a library of analytics algorithms built on top of PostgreSQL. It
includes gradient descent optimization functions for training generalized linear models such as LR and LMF [10].
This is realized through the UDF-UDA extensions existent in PostgreSQL. The model is represented as the state of
the UDA. It is memory-resident during an iteration and materialized as an array attribute across iterations. This is not
possible for Big Model analytics because the model cannot fit in memory and PostgreSQL has strict limitations on
the maximum size of an attribute. GLADE [28] follows a similar approach. Distributed learning frameworks such
as MLlib [9] and Vowpal Wabbit [1] represent the model as a program variable and allow the user to fully manage
its materialization. Thus, they cannot handle Big Models directly. Since the vectors are memory-resident, the dot-
product is computed by a simple invocation of Algorithm Dot-Product. In the case of MADlib, this is done inside the
UDA code. Computing dot-product and other linear algebra operations as UDAs is shown to be more efficient than
the relational and stored procedure solutions for low-dimensional vectors in [26]. Adding support for efficient matrix
operations in distributed frameworks such as Hadoop [29] and Spark [34] has been also investigated recently. We
consider a more general problem – dot-product is a sub-part of matrix multiplication – in a centralized environment.
Moreover, gradient descent optimization does not involve matrix operations—only dot-product.

Big Model parallelism. Parameter Server [22, 24] is the first system that addresses the Big Model analytics
problem. Their approach is to partition the model across the distributed memory of multiple parameter servers—in
charge of managing the model. The training vectors U are themselves partitioned over multiple workers. A worker
iterates over its subset of vectors and – for each non-zero entry – makes a request to the corresponding parameter
server to retrieve the model entry. Once all the necessary model entries are received, the gradient is computed, the
model is updated and then pushed back to the parameter servers. Instead of partitioning the model across machines,
we use secondary storage. Minimizing the number of secondary storage accesses is the equivalent of minimizing
network traffic in Parameter Server. Thus, the optimizations we propose – reordering and batching – are applicable in
a distributed memory environment. They are not part of Parameter Server. In STRADS [21], parameter servers are
driving the computation, not the workers. The servers select the subset of the model to be updated in an iteration by
each worker. In our case, this corresponds to ignoring some of the non-zero entries in a vector ~ui to further reduce
I/O. We plan to explore strategies to select the optimal parameter subset in the future.

Learning over normalized data. The integration of relational join with gradient, i.e., dot-product, computation
has been studied in [17, 18, 30]. However, the assumption made in all these papers is that the vectors ~ui are vertically
partitioned along their dimensions. A join is required to put them together before computing the dot-product. In [17],
the dot-product computation is pushed inside the join and only applicable to BGD. The dot-product join operator
adopts the same idea. However, this operator has to compute the dot-product which is still evaluated inside a UDA
in [17]. The join is dropped altogether in [18] when similar convergence is obtained without considering the dimen-
sions in an entire vertical partition. A solution particular to linear regression is shown to be efficient to compute when
joining factorized tables in [30]. In all these solutions, the model is small enough to fit entirely in memory. Moreover,
they work exclusively for BGD.

Joins. Dot-product join is a novel type of join operator between an ARRAY attribute and a relation. We are not
aware of any other database operator with the same functionality. From a relational perspective, dot-product join is
most similar to index join [11]. However, for every vector ~ui, we have to probe the index on model V many times.
Thus, the number of probes can be several orders of magnitude the size of U . The proposed techniques are specifically
targeted at this scenario. The batched key access join10 in MySQL is identical to our batching optimization applied at
vector level. However, it handles a single probe per tuple and its reordering is aimed at generating sequential storage
access for V . Array joins [15] are a new class of join operators for array databases. While it is possible to view
dot-product join as an array join operator, the main difference is that we consider a relational system and push the
aggregation inside the join. This avoids the materialization of the intermediate join result.

10https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.6/en/bnl-bka-optimization.html
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9 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a database-centric solution to handle Big Models, where the model is offloaded to secondary
storage. We design and implement the first dot-product join physical database operator that is optimized to execute
secondary storage array-relation dot-products effectively. We prove that identifying the optimal access schedule for
this operator is NP-hard. We propose dynamic batching and reordering techniques to minimize the overall number of
secondary storage accesses. We design three reordering heuristics – LSH, Radix, and K-center – and evaluate them in
terms of execution time and reordering quality. We experimentally identify Radix as the most scalable heuristic with
significant improvement over basic LRU. The dot-product join operator’s performance degrades gracefully when the
memory budget reduces. Out of all the alternatives, the dot-product join operator is the only solution that can handle
Big Models in a scalable fashion. Alternative solutions are – in general – an order of magnitude or more slower than
dot-product join. In future work, we plan to include data parallelism in the dot-product join operator by partitioning
the array over multiple threads that update the model concurrently.
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